In this section, each phrase is sung by a different soloist, from any section in any octave. Each third phrase can be sung as a duet of the soloists on the previous two phrases.

One note at a time, slowly

Now, first in calliope style

Here's to gaieties we tossed, To the games that we lost, We shall

And gaieties we tossed, To the games that we lost, We shall

Buh bai bai bai etc.

Buh bai bai bai etc.

Four the beer and swing it, And gaieties we tossed, To the games that we lost, We shall

Four the beer and swing it, And gaieties we tossed, To the games that we lost, We shall
Slowly and reverently
(even if it's the song of the
YALE Whiffenpoofs)
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